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7280 Series

Ergonomic Everyday Seating

VXO ™  is the perfect task and conference chair. It 

of adjustability. Easy to use adjustable lumbar and side 
tension control provides the user with the exact support 
needed for a comfortable sitting experience.

The VXO ™

signature Nebula ™  mesh including a variety of textiles, 

leathers and vinyl’s to choose from.

Options:
•  Multi-position lock tilt mechanism.
•  Upholstered seat with Enersorb ™  foam.
•  2” hard surface casters.
•  White frame option that comes standard with silver 

mesh and polished aluminum base.
•  3” carpet or hard surface casters.
•  Polished aluminum base.
•  Fixed loop arms.
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7280 
Mid Back

7280DS 
Mid Back Drafting Stool

7280WH
Mid Back With White Frame

7280L
Fixed Loop Conference Arms

MODELS
VXO™

™  
is available in standard black (black mesh & black base) or a white frame option 
(silver mesh & polished aluminum base).  Both options can include �xed loop 
conference arms and are available on the 7280DS drafting stool, extending the 
functionality of the VXO™  series.



DESIGN
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VXO™  combines performance, simplicity and beauty. Inspired 
to create a minimal but functional mesh ergonomic chair with 
curved lines and a contemporary aesthetic.
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NEBULA™ MESH

ADJUSTABLE ARMS

WATERFALL SEAT

FIXED LOOP ARMS

ENERSORB ™

Allows air to pass freely, making it comfortable in all 
environments. Nebula TM  mesh is a unique compilation of four 
way stretch fabric and memory mesh for complete, dynamic 
back support.

Height adjustable polyurethane arm pads for comfort.  

Waterfall seat design that gently slopes away from the legs
minimizing pressure on the thighs, promoting good posture.

Optional �xed loop polypropylene conference arms.

Optional Enersorb™ foam conforms to your body 
when you sit and disperses your weight ergonomically 
to improve blood circulation and relieve pressure 
points. 

LUMBAR SUPPORT
The contoured lumbar support pad can be easily 
adjusted vertically while seated.
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BASE & CASTERSERGONOMIC ADJUSTMENTS
5 prong heavy duty nylon base, comes standard 
with 2” carpet casters.

Swivel-tilt mechanism with single position lock, side
adjustable tension control and pneumatic height adjustment.
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TEXTILES

7280WH
White Frame
Upholstered Seat & Standard Silver Mesh Back

SOLID COLLECTION
VOX | VOX17 | Ruby

7280
Upholstered Seat & Mesh Back

STRETCH COLLECTION
PRINCESS LEATHER | 186 | Black

The VXO ™  series can be upholstered using high quality 
textiles in a wide range of colors and grades.  To view all 
the possible combinations and textile information visit our 
website at www.nightingalechairs.com/en/textiles .
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7280WHL
White Frame
Upholstered Seat & Standard Silver Mesh Back

PATTERN COLLECTION
LINE UP | LINE05 | Sandstone

7280WH-MT
PRINCESS LEATHER COLLECTION
449 | Mist

7280WH-MT
PRINCESS LEATHER COLLECTION
191 | Cranberry

7280WH-MT
PRINCESS LEATHER COLLECTION
187 | Cashew
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7280 Series

Model: 7280 7280DS

Overall:
width 
depth                                 
height

26”- 28” 
26” 
35.25”- 40”

26”- 28” 
26”
37.25”- 45.25”

Seat Height: 16”- 20.5” 20.5” - 28.5”

Weight: 49lbs 52lbs

Volume: 16 cu ft 16 cu ft

Seat Width: 20” 20”

Seat Depth: 19.5” 19.5”

Back Width: 20” 20”

Back Height: 19” 19”

KD Volume: 11 cu ft 11 cu ft

Inside Arm: 18.25”- 20.25” 18.25”- 20.25”

DIMENSIONS

DIMENSIONS DISCLAIMER
Dimensions are subject to change without
notice.  Dimensions may have a variance of up to 0.5”  
Contact Nightingale if more precise measurements are needed. 

Made in a 100% waste free manufacturing facility.

TB117-2013 compliant

TEXTILE DISCLAIMER
Nightingale only upholsters with top quality materials.

Nightingale recommends ordering product samples at 
www.nightingalechairs.com/en/textiles
representation of color.  However due to slight variations in dye lots, there can be slight 
color variations to received product.

Nightingale has made every e�ort to represent the colors and textures of these textiles, vinyls 
and leathers as accurately as possible. However, we cannot guarantee 100% accuracy, due to 
variations that occur in the printing process.
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Zamora 45-47, 4t 2a
08005 Barcelona, Spain
T. +34 93 515 57 17
infospain@roomdimensions.es


